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Summary

Dining facilities in the Capitol and in House and Senate office buildings provide an essential convenience for Members of Congress and congressional staff, enabling them to easily obtain meals, beverages, and snacks, and quickly return to work. By providing an efficient way to meet congressional dining needs during unpredictable workdays, the restaurant systems help facilitate the legislative and representational work of Congress. These restaurants also provide spaces for constituents and other visitors to meet with staff and Members of Congress, or to purchase refreshments. House and Senate restaurant services are also available to provide catering to Members of Congress when they host events on Capitol grounds. The restaurants remain a subject of ongoing congressional interest, as many Members and staff visit them on a daily basis.

Those involved with restaurant administration in the House and Senate have often considered how management choices affect operating costs, services available, oversight, and other elements of the restaurant systems. For much of their histories, the House and Senate operated their own restaurants, but since 1994 in the House and since 2008 in the Senate, private vendors have run the restaurants. In August 2015, the House entered an agreement with Sodexo to operate the 17 facilities in the House restaurant system, subject to direction from the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) and the Committee on House Administration. In December 2015, the Senate entered a new contract with Restaurant Associates to operate the 12 facilities in the Senate restaurant system, subject to direction from the Architect of the Capitol (AOC) and the Committee on Rules and Administration.

Many argue that this professional restaurant management experience is necessary to meet the variety of customer needs in the House and Senate restaurants in a cost-effective manner. Numerous nearby eateries compete with the congressional restaurants for customers. Often, an advantage the House and Senate restaurants are able to provide is convenience for Members, staff, and visitors. This advantage, however, may be undermined if the restaurants are not responsive to customer input and are unable to provide consistent food quality, sufficient variety, or reasonably priced service, relative to their competitors.

Food and price issues, along with other day-to-day operational issues, including personnel matters, are largely the responsibility of the restaurant contractors. Some Members and observers have raised concerns about the degree of accountability for the House and Senate restaurant contractors, believing that the restaurants’ administration reflects upon Congress and that the restaurants should set an example for other businesses to follow. Although the House and Senate are responsible for restaurant oversight, the delegation of restaurant operations to private contractors means the chambers have less control over employee wages and benefits, procurement, or other business decisions that affect the restaurant systems.

The combination of entities involved in House and Senate dining operations creates a unique organizational arrangement, unlike other institutional dining systems. Other features of Congress also distinguish the House and Senate restaurants from similar-seeming restaurant operations. The restaurants’ business volume, for example, is highly contingent on the congressional calendar, consisting of a fairly constant weekday breakfast and lunch business, but experiencing substantial, and sometimes unexpected, decreases if Congress adjourns for a recess. Information specific to the House and Senate restaurant systems may therefore be of particular interest to those concerned with their operations. Additional background and context on House and Senate restaurant operations is found in CRS Report R44600, History of House and Senate Restaurants: Context for Current Operations and Issues, by Sarah J. Eckman.
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Introduction

On a daily basis, the restaurants, cafeterias, and carryout facilities operated by the House of Representatives and the Senate serve Members of Congress, congressional employees, constituents, and other visitors to the Capitol, House office buildings, and Senate office buildings. The House and Senate restaurant systems have existed since the early 1800s and have grown and modernized over time. Although many of their services may seem similar, food operations are separately administered and managed for the House, for the Senate, and for the Capitol Visitor Center (CVC). By meeting congressional dining needs during workdays that frequently can be unpredictable, the restaurant systems help facilitate the legislative and representational work of Congress. Because many Members and staff visit these restaurants every day, they remain a subject of ongoing congressional interest.

House Restaurant System Operations

Present Vendor and Oversight for House Restaurants

Since 1994, the House restaurants have been operated by a private vendor, with oversight provided by the House. Under the Rules of the House of Representatives, the House restaurants fall under the jurisdiction of the Committee on House Administration, which delegates much of the daily oversight and financial management of the restaurant system to the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) of the House. On June 9, 2015, the CAO announced that Sodexo Government Services would be the new food service provider for the House. The contract with Sodexo is for an initial term of four years. Starting in 2019, six two-year options may extend the contract for up to 12 additional years.

A comprehensive survey of House food service needs, based on analysis of restaurant records, and the experiences of secret shoppers, focus groups, and surveys, had been commissioned during fall 2013 to help inform the vendor selection process. The CAO issued a request for proposals (RFP) for vendors interested in running any or all of the House restaurants in October 2014. Prospective contractors were notified that “the House will have no financial responsibility or liability under the terms of the contract,” and that the contractor selected would pay the House a monthly commission, determined by an agreed-upon percentage of gross receipts. The CAO encouraged ideas from vendors to improve operations in the Members’ dining room and also initiated service schedule changes. Food service providers would not be required to operate the

---

1 For additional background, see CRS Report R44600, History of House and Senate Restaurants: Context for Current Operations and Issues, by Sarah J. Eckman.
2 House Rule X, cl.1(k)(13), §724.
3 House Rule II, cl.4(a), §661.
5 For the CAO request for proposal, as well as additional notifications and materials, see U.S. House of Representatives, Office of the Chief Administrative Officer, Office of Acquisitions Management, House Food Service Operations, Solicitation Number OAM 14055S, Washington, DC, October 20, 2014, at https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=aa5e823b39761d877e12d3acft26d4b6a&tab=core&_cview=1.
6 Ibid., p. 2.
Members’ dining room when late votes were scheduled in the evenings, on weekends, or on holidays, and instead, the room would be available for hosting catered events.\(^7\)

To address some of the suggestions from the 2013 food service study, the RFP required that contractors include three-tier pricing strategies (value, standard, and premium) for all areas except vending. Once prices were set, any price increases would be prohibited for the first two years of service. Vendors were also required to introduce a minimum of two branded eatery concepts that would suit the needs of House customers.\(^8\) Catering requirements and responsibilities for different locations in the Capitol and office buildings were detailed, and the new contractor would be expected to “successfully execute events with less than four (4) hours’ notice.”\(^9\) The new contractor would be required to conduct at least one formal focus group per year to help ensure long-term customer satisfaction and was encouraged to “utilize a variety of assessment tools” to appraise customer service.\(^10\)

Individuals from outside of the CAO’s office were included on the panel that reviewed and evaluated vendor proposals, and the panel also included a staff member from a Member office. To aid in the service transition, once Sodexo was chosen as the new vendor, it designated a community relations officer, a position unique to its House operation, to help address comments and resolve problems raised by House dining patrons. It is not publicly known whether or not the past provider, Restaurant Associates, submitted a bid to renew its contract. Sodexo assumed its responsibilities as the House vendor on August 7, 2015, and immediately began renovations and other changes related to the transition, some of which continued in 2016.

### Services Available in the House Restaurant System

Currently, 10 dining areas and carryouts in the House of Representatives and the House office buildings are operated by Sodexo as part of the House food services.\(^11\) Additionally, Sodexo is responsible for in-house catering services and most vending machines for the House.\(^12\) Sodexo introduced SoGo Cards, a new form of payment, for House staff to use in the House cafeterias. The cards are available at the cash registers of the dining facilities, can be reloaded with funds online, and provide a reward program regular customers may enroll in.\(^13\) All the House food service facilities, including the vending machines, are required to accept all major credit and debit

---

\(^7\) Evening service would be required, however, on the night of the State of the Union Address, and if any Joint Session of Congress was scheduled for an evening. Ibid., p. 11.

\(^8\) Ibid., pp. 3-4.


\(^10\) Ibid., p. 7.

\(^11\) Bridget Bowman, “Sodexo Named New House Food Service Vendor,” Roll Call, June 9, 2015; see also Sodexo’s website for House dining at https://thehouse.misofi.net/shopportal.asp?pageid=823&pageres=Dining&intOrderId=&intCustomerId=. The O’Neill Building provides limited food services through arrangements with other providers.

\(^12\) e-Deer Colleague letter from Ed Cassidy, Chief Administrative Officer of the House, “New House Food Service Provider,” June 9, 2015. At the time bids were solicited from new vendors, 93 vending machines were also a part of the restaurant systems. In the O’Neill Building, vending machines in the Micro Store are operated by Monumental; other vending machines in O’Neill are operated by Canteen. See “Vending,” First Call, updated March 5, 2019, at https://housenet.house.gov/campus/dining-services/vending.

cards,\textsuperscript{14} and many vending machines also accept Apple Pay and Google Pay.\textsuperscript{15} Additional “pop-up” lunch options in the O’Neill House Office Building main lobby operate through a partnership with Fooda on certain weekdays, featuring foods from local restaurants.\textsuperscript{16}

The facilities operated under the House restaurant system are listed in Table 1. With the arrival of Sodexo in 2015, the CAO announced several major changes to House dining operations, including the following:

- For lunch and dinner, the Members’ dining room would replace a la carte service with a buffet.
- The introduction of an online system that allows users to preorder their food items and pick them up in the Longworth Cafeteria.
- The replacement of some eateries with popular branded restaurant concepts.\textsuperscript{17}

Members of the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Legislative Branch expressed continuing concerns about food quality, high prices, and poor service in the House restaurants under Sodexo during the House of Representatives FY2018 budget hearing in May 2017. At the hearing, the CAO stated that a quality assurance surveillance team, comprised of five CAO employees, had been created to continually appraise contractor performance in a number of areas. According to the CAO, observations and feedback from the surveillance team during its first two months led to some improvements in food quality and changes in restaurant management personnel. A new chef was brought in to the Members’ dining room and some table service was reintroduced in response to feedback.\textsuperscript{18}

Several branded restaurant concepts have been introduced to the House dining facilities, beginning with a Dunkin’ Donuts/Baskin Robbins in the Longworth House Office Building and a Subway in the Rayburn House Office Building, which opened in 2016. In January 2018, a food service survey conducted within the House community by the CAO “indicated a strong desire for both cafeteria and branded food options,”\textsuperscript{19} and the legislative branch conference report for FY2019 “encourage[d] the CAO to continue exploring opportunities to add more [branded concepts]” throughout the House restaurant system.\textsuperscript{20} Beginning in 2018, “pop-up restaurants” have been featured on a weekly basis in the Longworth cafeteria, offering food options from...


\textsuperscript{15} “Vending,” First Call, March 5, 2019, at https://housenet.house.gov/campus/dining-services/vending.


\textsuperscript{17} “Creamery Closes Friday,” Dining Services Announcements, First Call, August 3, 2015, at https://housenet.house.gov/campus/dining-services/announcements/creamery-closes-friday.


branded restaurant chains. Four additional branded concepts have opened in the House during 2019: an &pizza in Rayburn, an Au Bon Pain in Cannon, a Jamba in Longworth, and a Steak ’n Shake in Rayburn.\textsuperscript{21} The FY2019 legislative branch appropriations conference report also directed the CAO to explore applying a “branded option concept” to the Members’ dining room “in an effort to provide consistent service, better food selection, and quality food to Members and their guests.”\textsuperscript{22} Beginning in September 2018, the Members’ dining room also began providing service to congressional employees.\textsuperscript{23} In September 2019, the CAO’s office announced that the Members’ dining room would be open to the public when the House is not in session.\textsuperscript{24}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Facilities Included in the House Restaurant System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Capitol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{22} U.S. Congress, \textit{Energy and Water Development and Related Agencies for the Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2019, and for Other Purposes}, conference report to accompany H.R. 5895, H.Rept. 115-929, 115\textsuperscript{th} Cong., 2\textsuperscript{nd} sess., September 10, 2018, p. 203.

\textsuperscript{23} e-Dear Colleague letter from Philip G. Kiko, Chief Administrative Officer of the House, “Members’ Dining Room Now Open to Congressional Staff,” September 25, 2018.

Senate Restaurant System Operations

Present Vendor and Oversight for Senate Restaurants

Since 2008, food services in the Senate have been provided by a private contractor, under the jurisdiction of the AOC and subject to policy directives from the Committee on Rules and Administration.\(^\text{25}\) Rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the Senate grants the committee authority over “Services to the Senate, including the Senate restaurant.”\(^\text{26}\) The food service vendor selected for the Senate in 2008 was Restaurant Associates, part of Compass Group, which was selected again under a new seven-year contract, signed December 18, 2015.\(^\text{27}\) A 2016 Department of Labor investigation revealed wage-related infractions that could lead to contract renegotiations sooner than 2022.\(^\text{28}\)

Under current arrangements, additional food vendors may be subcontracted to provide some Senate restaurant services. In 2012, for example, requests to bring kosher meals to the Dirksen cafeterias were ultimately fulfilled by Bubbie’s Gourmet; the decision was authorized by the Senate Rules and Administration Committee, and Restaurant Associates was responsible for selecting the subcontractor and overseeing its operations.\(^\text{29}\) In 2001, a coffee shop and cafe owned


by a local family, Cups & Company, opened in the Russell Senate Office Building and remains independently operated.30

Services Available in Senate Restaurants

In the Senate and its office buildings, 12 dining areas and carryouts are operated as a part of the Senate Restaurant System, along with additional vending areas. The facilities included in the Senate Restaurant System are listed in Table 2. Restaurant Associates also provides in-house catering services, including a “Café to Go” option that can serve groups of 40 or less with advance notice of 24 hours.

Table 2. Facilities Included in the Senate Restaurant System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Dining Facility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Capitol</td>
<td>S-110</td>
<td>Senate Dining Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-113</td>
<td>Senators’ Private Dining Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-112A</td>
<td>Refectory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SB-10A</td>
<td>Senate Carryout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirksen</td>
<td>SD-G20</td>
<td>“Canteen” Vending Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDB-R7</td>
<td>Dirksen North Cafe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDB-RE</td>
<td>The Coffee Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDB-RB</td>
<td>Southside Buffet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDG-21; Dirksen/Hart Connecting Corridor</td>
<td>American Grill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDG-21A</td>
<td>Inside Scoop Frozen Yogurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart</td>
<td>Ground Floor; Dirksen/Hart Connecting Corridor</td>
<td>Hart Sundry Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell</td>
<td>SR-B65</td>
<td>Cups &amp; Company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: This list does not include on-site catering services, which are also a part of the Senate Restaurant System and are presently operated by Restaurant Associates.

Issues Related to Congressional Restaurants

Some of the issues affecting the restaurant systems are unique to the House and others are unique to the Senate, resulting from the fact that each chamber administers its own restaurant services. Other issues affect the restaurants in both chambers or are typical challenges in any food service operation. This section focuses on current issues related to the congressional restaurants, but

many of the challenges the House and Senate restaurants face today are similar to issues they have faced in the past. For more background on these topics, see CRS Report R44600, History of House and Senate Restaurants: Context for Current Operations and Issues, by Sarah J. Eckman.

Financial Challenges in Operating Restaurants

Throughout history, the House and Senate restaurants have faced financial challenges. In part, this is a consequence of the operating practices adopted by the House and Senate restaurants tending to reflect the needs of Congress, even when these choices sometimes hurt the ability of the restaurants to break even. This approach illustrates the view that the restaurants should operate as a necessary service rather than a profit-generating enterprise—a perspective that originated with the earliest congressional restaurants in an underdeveloped Washington, DC, and persisted long after. Although more dining options exist in the Capitol Hill neighborhood today, the dining facilities in the Capitol and congressional office buildings often remain a more convenient option for Members, staff, and visitors.

The operating hours of the House and Senate restaurants are one factor that, historically, have contributed to their financial challenges. The House and Senate restaurants, for example, operate primarily for breakfast and lunch service during weekdays, whereas some claim that typical restaurants often rely on dinner service and weekend customers to generate much of their revenue. The cost of labor associated with staffing the restaurants during nonpeak operating hours has often been a significant expense for the restaurant systems. While the restaurants were under congressional management during much of the 20th century, their finances were particularly affected by legislative measures that established the wages and benefits of federal or congressional employees.

Some dining establishments in each chamber have been consistently more profitable than others. Eateries that serve a smaller number of patrons, close when Congress is out of session,


33 Sometimes, the restaurants would pay employees during longer recesses, even when the restaurants were closed as an attempt to ensure that the employees would not find other jobs during the break and be unavailable to return to work once the House or Senate returned to work. U.S. Congress, House Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on Legislative Branch Appropriations, Legislative Branch Appropriations Bill, 1948, 80th Cong., 1st sess., May 26-28, June 3-5, 10-11, 18, 1947 (Washington: GPO, 1947), pp. 405-406.


35 When the House sought a new food services vendor to begin in 2015, the RFP cautioned that the Members’ dining room “has operated under the current business model for decades and traditionally, it loses money on a routine basis.”
or offer full table service can be more expensive to operate.\textsuperscript{36} Over the years, the restaurant systems have sometimes operated at a net loss; in other years, revenue from catering or the cafeterias can help offset losses from other establishments to help the overall system break even or make a profit.\textsuperscript{37}

Obtaining a complete picture of the House and Senate restaurant system finances has always been difficult, given that restaurant responsibilities have often been distributed across multiple actors. When the House and Senate managed their own restaurants, multiple congressional entities were involved in the restaurants’ operation, which created challenges for obtaining a complete financial picture. Since the restaurants have been run by private contractors, many business records are not subject to the same public disclosure requirements that government entities would be. This ambiguity has sometimes led to incomplete reports about restaurant finances.\textsuperscript{38} The House and Senate restaurants today receive commission-based fees from the food service providers, but more detail is unavailable, since most of the financial records regarding the restaurants are maintained by the vendors and are not publicly accessible.\textsuperscript{39}


Pricing of Menu Items

Attempts to improve House and Senate restaurant finances over the years have frequently involved food price increases.\(^\text{40}\) Many of these price increases have been minimal adjustments required to keep up with increasing costs of food, energy, and labor, while others have been larger adjustments. Sometimes, the relatively small increase to revenue from price increases has not been sufficient to completely offset increased expenses.\(^\text{41}\) Contract agreements with vendors sometimes prohibit price increases for a specified amount of time, which can make it difficult for vendors to adjust and compensate for unexpected increases in their operating expenses.\(^\text{42}\) Thus, when price changes do occur, the restaurants are often adjusting for several years of increased costs, which can appear as a large jump to customers. In the transition to Sodexo in the House during 2015, for example, the CAO acknowledged that prices on many menu items would increase, explaining that

while prices on many items will increase when the new contract takes effect, no price increases have been approved in House food service facilities over the past six years. Bidders were required to propose pricing comparable to similar government and corporate food service facilities. The new contract limits any future increases to changes in a subset of the Producer Price Index, with a three percent annual cap.\(^\text{43}\)

Complaints about restaurant prices have persisted over the history of the restaurant systems,\(^\text{44}\) and the 2013 study of dining operations in the House suggested that many customers, particularly staff and visitors, remain price-conscious.\(^\text{45}\) When possible, customers may be willing to trade the

---


\(^\text{42}\) The most recent RFP for House restaurant vendors, for example, stated that once prices were set, any price increases would be prohibited for the first two years the contract was in effect. See U.S. House of Representatives, Office of the Chief Administrative Officer, Office of Acquisitions Management, *House Food Service Operations*, Solicitation Number OAM 14055S, Washington, DC, October 20, 2014, p. 3, at https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=a5e5823b39761d877e12d3acf26d4b6a&tab=core&_cview=1.


convenience of on-site services for off-site alternatives if the dining options in the Capitol complex are not perceived as good values.

Meeting Evolving Expectations for Quality and Services

In addition to reasonable prices, the House and Senate restaurants are expected to meet other customer standards, often related to food quality, nutrition, and variety. Food service vendors, through their experience in the broader restaurant industry, are often aware of current consumer interests, and the House and Senate restaurants solicit customer feedback to help ascertain what needs and values their particular customers have. When the current vendor, Sodexo, was selected for the House restaurants, the CAO acknowledged that providing quick dining options was a main priority for the restaurant service, although the quality of food, nutrition, and customer service were also considerations. The requirement for two branded restaurant concepts also reflected customer preferences. On its website for Senate dining, Restaurant Associates has, at times, highlighted its initiatives in “sustainability as well as social and environmental responsibility.” These include its efforts to provide organic food, locally produced food, sustainable seafood, cage-free eggs, and no trans-fats.

Maintenance of Restaurant Facilities

To continue to meet expectations for food quality and safety, efficiency in service, and customer satisfaction, dining facilities may require more frequent updates and renovations than other areas within the Capitol complex. Many of the most significant changes to the restaurant facilities occur during or soon after the transition to a new restaurant system vendor, but upgrades to equipment may be an ongoing concern. The age of the rooms that house dining services may present additional construction challenges and safety concerns. In January 2016, for example, the Longworth Cafeteria was evacuated and temporarily closed after several employees reported feeling ill from possible exposure to lead paint dust stirred up by ongoing nighttime kitchen renovations.

In addition to periodic updates to the restaurants themselves, large-scale renovations are sometimes necessary to improve and maintain the Capitol, House, and Senate facilities. Any closures to particular buildings can have an impact on House and Senate restaurant services, which are spread throughout these locations. The closure of a cafeteria with a full kitchen may require additional resources for other cafeterias, or a greater reliance on prepackaged food items prepared elsewhere in the restaurant system or off-site. The Cannon Renewal Project, for example, necessitated the closure of the Cannon Café in December 2014, and it was replaced with

---

a convenience store, Cannon Twelve, which is expected to operate until the renovation is complete.\textsuperscript{50} The Longworth Cafeteria operated under limited hours and periodically closed while major renovations were undertaken between July and November of 2016.\textsuperscript{51} Because many customers value convenience, the temporary reorganization of congressional office space due to renovations may also shift demand for cafeterias or carryouts from one building to another.

**Oversight and Restaurant Management**

The degree to which Congress can and should be involved in the daily management of the House and Senate restaurants is a question that has persisted over time. Both chambers currently use private food service vendors to run the day-to-day operations of the restaurants, while retaining general authority for oversight of the restaurant systems. This, however, has not always been the case; the House operated its own restaurants as recently as 1994, and the Senate operated its own restaurants until 2008.

The reasons given in support of congressional management or private management have varied over time and often overlap, as each side has claimed that its approach would be financially advantageous, benefit employees, and improve the quality of food services provided. Those who have advocated for private management note that modern restaurant systems are larger and more complex than many of the internal operations managed by the House or the Senate. Food service requires consistent quality, safety, and efficiency, and some believe professional contractors familiar with the business of running large institutional restaurants are better able to achieve these objectives.\textsuperscript{52}

Those who have supported congressional management, however, believe that each chamber has sufficient administrative means to operate the restaurants, and that Congress better understands the unique needs of the House and Senate restaurant systems and the constraints under which they operate.\textsuperscript{53} Private management may also raise oversight challenges for Congress if company financial records are not made available for review.\textsuperscript{54} Some Members have expressed concerns


that contractors do not have to follow the same guidelines for personnel or procurement that the federal government does, even though the restaurants operate within the Capitol complex.  

**Employee Salaries and Benefits**

Issues related to employee wages and benefits affected the House and Senate restaurants during the 114th Congress (2015-2016). A new contract for the House restaurants went into effect in August 2015, and a new contract for the Senate restaurants went into effect in December 2015. This created an opportunity for employees and others to advocate for changes, including higher wages for all restaurant employees and union representation for Senate restaurant employees, that they hoped to see before the terms of the new agreements were settled upon in each chamber. A summary of these recent events and ongoing concerns is below.

**House Restaurant Employee Wages and Union**

Wages for House restaurant employees are a concern expressed by some House Members. While the search for a new vendor was underway in 2015, Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz proposed an amendment during the committee markup of the FY2016 Legislative Branch Appropriations Bill that would affect House restaurant employee wages. The proposal “directed the [CAO] to solicit and select a food service contractor who provides a livable wage to its employees to meet basic needs for food and shelter,” using local economic indices to determine an appropriate wage amount. In a 21-29 vote, the amendment was not agreed to.

The CAO noted that its office shares the “understandable desire to ensure that the people who provide services to the House are compensated fairly,” and indicated that the new House vendor was chosen, in part, based on “the signals that Sodexo sent regarding the value it places on a strong, effective, fairly compensated workforce.” When Sodexo took over the House restaurants in August 2015, it announced plans to voluntarily follow the D.C. Displaced Workers Protection Act of 1994, which guaranteed that no employees would be laid off for at least 90 days after the contractor change. Sodexo also agreed to recognize the restaurant employees’ union, UNITE HERE Local 23, and signed a collective bargaining agreement.

Many provisions in the collective bargaining agreement with Sodexo remain similar to those that applied to the previous House vendor, Restaurant Associates, including the pay scale, annual and sick leave, health insurance, short-term disability benefits, life insurance, and union pension. Workers who received higher wages or benefit levels based on their service under past House restaurant employer agreements continue to receive these levels. Sodexo provided starting

---


58 Agreement by and between SDH Services East, LLC db/a Sodexo Government Services at the House of Representatives House Restaurant System and UNITE HERE Local 23, AFL-CIO, collective bargaining agreement, effective August 7, 2015, provided by UNITE HERE Local 23.

59 For the previous provisions with Restaurant Associates, see Collective Bargaining Agreement Between Restaurant Associates, a Division of Compass Group Americas Division, the Americas, Operating at House of Representatives,
wages for new employees ranging from $10.15 to $19.00 an hour, with a $0.20 per hour increase scheduled for June 1, 2016, and an additional $0.25 per hour increase to follow on December 1, 2016. Additionally, Sodexo offers House Restaurant System employees the option to enroll in a 401(k) plan and will match $0.35 of every dollar an employee contributes, up to 6% of the employee’s earnings.

**Senate Restaurant Employee Wages and Interest in Unionizing**

Concerns have been raised about wages and benefits for Senate restaurant employees. A number of protests and advocacy initiatives occurred during late 2014 and throughout 2015 addressing pay and union representation for Senate restaurant employees. On April 22, 2015, approximately 40 Senate contract workers, some of whom were restaurant employees, participated in what was characterized as a strike with other workers and activists, calling for an executive order giving preference to federal contractors who would provide an hourly wage of at least $15 for their workers. Other labor action occurred during the summer and fall months, and an additional strike occurred on December 8, 2015. In addition to higher wages, some Senate restaurant employees also sought to form a union.

---


60 After six months of employment, the wage rate increases by $0.25 per hour; after an additional six months, the wage increases an additional $0.25 per hour. The minimum wage rate for employees working in the House Restaurant System for at least a year would range from $10.65 to $19.50.

61 Agreement by and between SDH Services East, LLC dba Sodexo Government Services at the House of Representatives House Restaurant System and UNITE HERE Local 23, AFL-CIO, collective bargaining agreement, effective August 7, 2015, provided by UNITE HERE Local 23, p. 28.


Some Senators indicated their support for the restaurant employees’ concerns. On April 27, 2015, nine Senators signed a letter to the Senate Rules and Administration Committee, arguing that it was wrong for “American taxpayers [to] subsidize these contractors by allowing them to pay low wages that must be augmented by taxpayer-funded benefits.”67 The Senators also wanted federal contractors to provide healthcare and other benefits.68 Another letter, reiterating these goals and advocating further executive action to “[make] the government a ‘model employer,’” was signed by 18 Senators and sent to the President of the United States on May 15.69 An additional letter was sent on August 5 to the Rules and Administration Committee, advocating for higher restaurant employee wages, signed by 40 Senators.70 A group of 34 Senators signed a letter on November 13 to the CEO of Compass Group, the parent company of Restaurant Associates, asking the company to recognize a union if a majority of the restaurant employees wanted to unionize.71 Some Senators and congressional staffers also participated in the protests and advocacy for restaurant employees, including Wednesday “sit-in” lunches or “brown bag boycotts” throughout the fall in the Dirksen cafeteria.72

Senate restaurant employees maintained that, given the high costs of living in the Washington, DC, area, a wage increase was needed so they could live above the poverty line and provide for their families.73 The new seven-year contract with Restaurant Associates went into effect January 2016. It included pay increases, reportedly raising the average hourly wage from $11.50 to $14.50.


and the minimum starting wage to $13.30. Workers received additional benefits for health insurance, retirement savings, or transportation amounting to $4.27 per hour.

**Department of Labor Investigation of Senate Job Title Changes**

On July 26, 2016, the Department of Labor (DOL) found that Restaurant Associates, and its subcontractor, Personnel Plus, owed $1,008,302 in back wages to 674 Senate restaurant employees. DOL found that many Senate restaurant workers were improperly classified into lower paying job categories and were required to work without compensation prior to their scheduled start times, which also resulted in underestimated overtime pay. This finding has led to renewed calls by some Senators to terminate the Senate’s contract with Restaurant Associates. Restaurant Associates stated that the error was due to “administrative technicalities,” and that it had paid the workers in full.

The DOL investigation began after Good Jobs Nation, an advocacy group, filed a complaint on behalf of the restaurant employees with DOL on January 14, 2016. After the AOC’s December 2015 contract with Restaurant Associates went into effect, employees alleged that job misclassification had occurred. Federal contractor worker occupational titles and job descriptions are set forth under the Service Contract Act of 1965, and the contract with Restaurant Associates specified particular minimum wages for different occupational titles in the Senate restaurant system. Employees were supposed to receive raises under the new contract, but if the employee’s title changed from a higher-paying position to a lower-paying position when the contract took effect, the employee could receive little or no pay increase.

The AOC identified some of the misclassified employees through its own internal investigation in early 2016 and worked with Restaurant Associates to provide back pay for these workers and correct the misclassifications. On March 15, 2016, the AOC spoke at a Senate Appropriations Legislative Branch Subcommittee hearing, noting that “we thought that we were doing a good thing [by including a pay raise in the new contract], only to be surprised just a week or two later

---


... that the pay rates that we had adjusted to were not being implemented.” The AOC also indicated that he believed Restaurant Associates’ reclassifications did constitute a violation of the contract terms.\textsuperscript{80}

A subsequent Government Accountability Office (GAO) review between December 2016 and May 2017 found that “[t]he AOC’s oversight of the Senate food services contract with Restaurant Associates has been consistent with its established oversight policies and practices in the AOC contracting manual.”\textsuperscript{81} In addition to providing back pay to affected employees, DOL reports that Restaurant Associates agreed to retain an independent compliance monitor (at its own expense) and will not bid on any new federal service contracts for two years. DOL also reports that Restaurant Associates “is taking additional proactive steps to ensure future compliance,” including the appointment of a compliance manager and compliance supervisors and the creation of a confidential telephone hotline for employees or managers to report issues.\textsuperscript{82}

\section*{Concluding Observations}

In many regards, the House and Senate food services operate like many large, institutional cafeterias do. Similar to many office cafeterias, House and Senate food services primarily serve breakfast, lunch, and snacks during regular workday business hours, and provide vending options for patrons who may be on-site during other times. Recognizing the availability of other dining options, the House and Senate food service providers attempt to provide convenient service, keep their prices competitive, and offer the types of menu items that customers enjoy.

Some aspects of House and Senate dining operations, however, are necessarily unique, given the congressional environment in which they exist. The Members’ dining rooms, for example, provide an ambiance not typically found in workplace eateries. In addition to their historic and architectural value, these dining rooms also provide Members of Congress and staff members a more formal and private setting in which to meet with guests or one another.

Another feature House and Senate dining operations must account for is that the schedule of Congress can be less predictable than that of other institutions, which can have a variety of effects on food services. An unscheduled recess, for example, can significantly reduce the number of customers the House and Senate dining services can expect. This often results in higher costs to the restaurants, which have to account for lost food and sometimes pay employees; as a result, recesses can also lead to temporary worker layoffs or reduced hours. Conversely, when Congress is in session, House and Senate food services must be able to handle high volumes of customers with a variety of needs. Because events like hearings or briefings can be added to, or moved around, the congressional schedule, food service providers, and catering in particular, must to be able to accommodate last-minute requests and changes.


The House and Senate restaurants are operated by private food service contractors who handle most of the day-to-day concerns. Despite this delegation, the House and Senate remain responsible for food service oversight. This shared administration resulted from how the congressional restaurant systems developed and grew over time. As a result, many of the issues faced by the restaurants today are addressed by the contractors themselves. Other issues are addressed by the House Administration Committee, Senate Rules and Administration Committee, or other congressional support offices. Together, these entities strive to meet the needs of the Members and staff who rely upon congressional dining services to help them carry out their daily legislative and representational work.
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